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      Ter Braak’s Transmitter  

              The radio equipment used by an Abwehr agent in England 

                 B. A. Austin 

Introduction 

Jan Willem Ter Braak, the nom de guerre of Engelbertus Fukken, was an Abwehr agent who 

parachuted into England in late October 1940.  He was the only Nazi spy in Britain who 

wasn’t captured and he survived for a matter of five months in Cambridge before shooting 

himself.  

As might be expected, the Ter Braak story has attracted a fair bit of attention and, 

unsurprisingly, it has led to the publication of both fiction and non-fiction (some of which is 

indistinguishable).  One aspect of his brief period of relative freedom in England during that 

critical period of the war that is always mentioned but which suffers, in almost every 

account, from much speculation and even concoction was Ter Braak’s ability to 

communicate, by radio, with his Abwehr masters in Germany. The files within The National 

Archives (TNA) [1] dealing with the Ter Braak case have been available for scrutiny for some 

years but even they can deceive - both for the speculation indulged in by some of the MI5 

officers involved in the case and for the technical inaccuracies that they contain when 

discussing Ter Braak’s transmitter, its antenna and the likelihood of his making contact with 

Germany. Indeed, there is the real possibility that he never made radio contact with the 

Abwehr since no evidence has been found in those archives, or elsewhere, to show that he 

did. This article will look at the technical aspects of Ter Braak’s transmitter and attempt to 

shed some light on this interesting element of wartime clandestine radio operations.  

The background 

Operation Lena, an intelligence-gathering operation, was mounted by the German High 

Command, the OKW, in the run-up to Hitler’s planned invasion of Great Britain, codenamed 

Sea Lion. The intention was that those Lena agents would gather information on Britain’s 

coastal defences which they would then transmit to Germany using their radio equipment. 

Those Lena agents, and an earlier group, arrived by various means: small boats, parachute, 

seaplane and even U-boats. In general, they were badly trained and had been led to believe 

that the imminent arrival of Hitler’s forces would see them rapidly recovered by the 

invading army. However, Sea Lion was postponed - permanently as it turned out - by Hitler 

on 17 September 1940 and all the agents were, effectively, left to their fate [2].  Ter Braak, 

on the other hand, does not appear to have been a part of Lena. When in custody after the 

war, those responsible for mounting the operation, and for training the agents taking part in 

it, denied any knowledge of Ter Braak. However there appears to be some confusion or 

even obfuscation in those Nazi ranks and so the purpose of Ter Braak’s presence in England 
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remains unclear. It has even been suggested that he was on a mission to assassinate 

Churchill. There is absolutely no evidence to support this so it remains a fantasy. I shall 

therefore not consider this fiction any further but will concentrate solely on the capabilities 

of his transmitter and the antenna he might have been able to erect.  

Arrival by parachute 

Ter Braak parachuted into England on the night of 29/30 October 1940 having been flown 

from Belgium by the Luftwaffe. He landed safely near the village of Haversham in 

Buckinghamshire where he folded his parachute but, surprisingly, made no attempt to bury 

it.  The parachute was discovered a few days later and the alarm was raised immediately, to 

be followed by a concerted search for the parachutist. Ter Braak had with him two suitcases, 

one of which contained a radio transmitter and receiver. He also carried a Browning pistol 

plus its magazine containing eight rounds. He, somehow, managed to make his way to his 

intended destination, which was Cambridge, some 40 miles away, arriving there on about 4 

November. He then visited a letting agency where, speaking good English, he was directed 

to an address in St Barnabas Road, the home of Mr and Mrs Sennitt who offered him 

accommodation. He was shown to a back bedroom upstairs, as was typical of all those 

houses, and he was to remain there until the end of January the following year.   

Ter Braak’s passport was a forgery, of course, Fig.1. He 

also had with him (also forgeries) an identity card and a 

ration book, both crafted He also had with him (also 

forgeries) an identity card and a ration book, both 

crafted to match the British documents they purported 

to be. However, his ration book was out of date and this 

was to prove troublesome to his landlord when using 

those details to claim the extra rations needed to feed 

their guest. In addition, the identity card also contained 

some glaring inconsistencies which, apparently, went 

unnoticed. The fact that the Aliens Officer in Cambridge 

was lax in following this up proved to be of considerable 

embarrassment to the authorities when this case 

eventually became the subject of an inquest following 

Ter Braak’s subsequent suicide five months later. Remarkably, given these inadequacies in 

Ter Braak’s paperwork, and the obvious suspicion of his landlord and his wife, the Abwehr 

agent became a fixture at their home in Cambridge until the end of January 1941 when he 

suddenly departed, ostensibly for London, only to reappear, that same day, as a tenant of 

Miss Greenwood in Montague Road, Cambridge.  Two months later, on 29 March, he 

announced he was leaving. His body was discovered in an air raid shelter in Cambridge on 1 

April 1941. He had died of a self-inflicted gun-shot wound about 24 hours earlier having run 
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out of money and, presumably, all hope of being resupplied, or indeed rescued, by his 

masters in Germany.  

A radio spy [1] 

Ter Braak’s mission in England remains obscure. Very shortly after settling into his lodgings 

in St Barnabas Road, he visited the same letting agency and obtained from them an office on 

the floor immediately above. Remarkably he was only seen to visit it twice.  When it was 

eventually examined by the police and MI5 after his death it was found to contain nothing 

of an incriminating nature, simply some essential pieces of furniture. Why he needed an 

office, and then never used it, has never been explained. However, when those same 

authorities visited the two addresses in Cambridge where Ter Braak had lodged for five 

months they were informed that he had arrived carrying two suitcases, one of which 

appeared to be quite heavy. But he was never seen to take a suitcase with him when he left 

either house during the day and both his landlords were adamant that he never went out at 

night. The suitcase found at the Montague Road address merely contained all his personal 

possessions, clothing and such like. The heavy one was missing but it was soon discovered in 

the left luggage office at the Cambridge railway station where Ter Braak had deposited it. 

Inside was a German-made radio transmitter and receiver of the same type that had been 

used by all previous German agents that had arrived in Britain and were immediately 

rounded up. 

Ter Braak was clearly a spy and his radio equipment was crucial to his appointed task. The 

investigation mounted by MI5 now focused on his presumed use of the equipment.  

Type SE88/5 Transmitter 
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occupied Europe and then, ultimately, in Britain had been trained in its use.  It consisted of 

the SE88/5 transmitter and the E-75 receiver, plus the necessary dry batteries, a spare valve, 

a Morse key, headphones and the insulated wire to make the antenna.  Fig.2 is a 

photograph of Ter Braak’s transmitter and receiver in their brown leather suitcase. The 

transmitter is on the right and the receiver on the left with the batteries that powered them 

at the rear.   

Also shown are the Morse key, headphones and the all-important antenna wire in two 

bundles.  

Evidently, from its SE88/5 designation, the transmitter was intended to produce around 5W 

of power. However, this required a HT supply greater than 200V, which was considerably in 

excess of the manufacturer’s specified voltage of 135V.  Presumably this was based on an 

assumption that the duty-cycle of the CW (Morse) transmissions meant the valve was not 

unduly stressed by this action.  The transmitter was capable of operating over a frequency 

range from about 4 to 8.5 MHz (or Mcs as frequency was designated in those days) [3]. A 

similar but unused SE88/5 transmitter, taken from a captured Abwehr agent immediately on 

landing, was sent by MI5 to The Wireless World magazine for their independent evaluation. 

This allowed the magazine’s technical staff to test the equipment while also providing some 

useful propaganda for the Security Service.  They found that the three 90V batteries 

supplied with the set produced about 210V when delivering a maximum current of 29 mA. 

This amounts to a DC input power of just over 6W. The KL2 pentode had a maximum rated 

dissipation of 2.5W so it was reasonable to expect an output power to the antenna in the 

region of the difference between them, or 3.5W.  In addition, the directly-heated filament of 

the valve drew a current of 0.27A at a voltage of 4.25V. From these figures it was possible to 

make an assessment of the lifespan of those batteries if one assumed some typical 

operating schedule by a clandestine radio operator. That, of course, was all purely 

speculative. 

Ter Braak’s transmitter came with two crystals: one marked as 4508.5 kHz and the other as 

5453.5 kHz. The lower frequency would be used at night; the other during daylight hours as 

determined by the variable state of the ionosphere. As things were to transpire he only ever 

operated his equipment at night so all his transmissions were at a frequency of nominally 

4.51 MHz. 

When MI5 discovered Ter Braak’s transmitter and its companion receiver in the Cambridge 

railway station they sent them for examination by ‘the experts’. Who these individuals were 

was never made clear, though certain comments appear in the KV 2/114 files above the 

name of R T (‘Ronnie’) Reed whose affiliation is given as B.2a which was part of MI5’s 

counter-espionage B Division under its Director Guy Liddell. However, based on Reed’s 

comments, one is left feeling decidedly underwhelmed by his level of technical expertise 

and there is clearly need for a far more detailed assessment of the transmitter’s capabilities. 

This article will present the results of such a theoretical analysis based on the details of the 
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transmitter available in [3] as well as from the web site shown in [4]. Close examination of 

the circuit diagrams in those two sources reveals some significant differences between 

them, particularly in the values given for the two variable capacitors: one to resonate the 

tank and the other in series with the link windings and the antenna. Based on my 

calculations, the tank tuning capacitor would be hard-pressed to perform its function with a 

maximum value of only 50pF.  I therefore have gone with The Wireless World diagram that 

shows a 300pF variable capacitor though indicated there, in the format of those days, as 

0.0003 microfarads.  The variable capacitor in series with the links to the antenna is shown 

as 300pF in one of those diagrams and 400pF in the other. As will become evident later on, 

the 400pF capacitor would’ve been the better choice but given the pedigree of The Wireless 

World I am tempted to believe that 300pF was used, at least in the transmitter they tested. 

MI5’s findings and their conclusions 

Investigations carried out by MI5 and the police established that Ter Braak left his lodgings 

between 9 and 10 in the mornings after having had tea and toast with his hosts. He returned 

roughly twelve hours later and went straight upstairs to his room where neither the 

Sennetts nor Miss Greenwood ever remembered hearing any sounds emanating from there. 

And he never went out again at night – a fact they all stressed because sounds of him 

leaving would’ve woken them immediately. And most important of all, none of them ever 

saw him carrying a suitcase on leaving the house. Then, following a particular line of 

questioning by MI5, whose purpose is now obvious, both of Ter Braak’s temporary hosts 

provided information about the window in his bedroom.  Mrs Sennitt said that the maid 

who cleaned Ter Braak’s room told her that the lower portion of the window was always 

open when she entered the room in the mornings. On being asked about this, Ter Braak’s 

answer was that the room was hot and he, therefore, opened the window.  By contrast, 

Miss Greenwood never found the window open in the room occupied by Ter Braak in her 

house. 

Perhaps it was this information as well as the state of the batteries found in his wireless 

suitcase that enabled MI5’s man by the name of Gwyer to pronounce in September 1941 - 

almost a year after the Ter Braak saga began - on the, perhaps, inevitable outcome of the 

Ter Braak mission.  Gwyer served in Liddlell’s ‘B’ Division with specific responsibility for 

‘Enemy Analysis’ when he postulated that Ter Braak could have intended to transmit during 

the day, from the office he’d hired (but only visited twice and was never seen to take his 

suitcase-bearing suitcase with him whenever he left his lodgings), ‘and only discovered later 

that he was equipped with an aerial serviceable only at night’. As will be shown this 

assumption about those antennas is simply fallacious.  Gwyer then declared that Ter Braak 

had possibly been in radio contact with Germany up until Christmas 1940 but not 

thereafter. Then, in his desperation to obtain new HT batteries for his transmitter and, most 

importantly, more money for his own very survival, he resorted to using secret ink in letters 

posted to some neutral address. This speculation immediately opened up two new lines of 
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enquiry. The first was to establish whether the Radio Security Service (R.S.S.) had 

intercepted any of Ter Braak’s transmissions. The R.S.S. was the countrywide network of 

predominantly voluntary radio interceptors who maintained a constant watching brief on 

their own specifically-designated sectors of the high-frequency (i.e. short wave) radio 

spectrum and then logged and recorded any suspicious signals. These logs were then sent to 

‘Box 25, Barnet’, a secret establishment in north London, for subsequent analysis [5]. The 

second line of investigation was police-led. Enquiries to the Postmaster in Cambridge 

produced no evidence of letters addressed to Ter Braak having been received and held in 

poste restante. The man’s pleas, if indeed he made them, fell very much on deaf ears. By the 

end of March, in desperation, he shot himself. 

Ter Braak’s movements during the day were easily traced because, enigmatically, he kept all 

the bus tickets he bought in his jacket pocket. From these the police easily traced the routes 

he’d followed, all of which were in the vicinity of Cambridge: to Bedford, Peterborough, 

Huntingdon and St Neots. On one occasion he visited London. Why he went to these places 

is unknown. However, given his mission, one must assume that military installations such as 

aerodromes, and possibly bomb damage assessments, were what he was interested in. 

Making contact with Germany 

The question that has never produced a definitive answer was whether Ter Braak ever made 

radio contact with his Abwehr masters in Germany.  The R.S.S. produced no evidence of 

having logged suspicious transmissions from the Cambridge area over the period he was 

staying there. In addition, there was apparently no evidence of radio transmissions clearly 

emanating from across the Channel, which might have been intended for Ter Braak. All such 

messages, aimed at the Abwehr agents in Britain, were almost certainly being decoded at 

Bletchley Park by that stage of the war. Of course, unbeknown to the Nazis, every one of 

those agents, except Ter Braak, had all been rounded up within days of landing and they had 

either faced the executioner after being tried on charges of spying, which carried the death 

penalty, or they had been ‘turned’ and were sending carefully structured messages to 

Germany under strict control of the XX ‘Double Cross’ System. 

As we have already seen, various MI5 officers made statements during this period about Ter 

Braak’s transmitter and when he might have attempted to use it. Not one of them ever 

mentioned the antenna (or aerial in British wartime parlance) to which it would have had to 

be connected other than to state, more than once, that the Abwehr agent was only supplied 

with one length of wire - his ‘night’ aerial – which, they said, was not suitable for use on his 

‘day’ frequency. This is simply not true.  

A glance at Fig.2 debunks that first statement. There are clearly two rolls of insulated wire 

positioned next to one another and alongside Ter Braaks transmitter.  Whoever totted up 

the items that were found in the suitcase at the left luggage office at Cambridge station 

missed the obvious evidence. Presumably one length of wire had been carefully cut for the 
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‘day’ frequency while the other would’ve been similarly trimmed for his ‘night’ frequency. 

However, no length of wire has some sacrosanct frequency associated with it. All can be 

‘tuned’ to operate effectively on other frequencies and the SE88/5 transmitter had the 

capability of doing that. 

Why then, if Ter Braak’s transmitter apparently functioned correctly, as Reed claimed, when 

he said he used it ‘in communication with Radlett’ (from where is not reported), was Ter 

Braak himself unable to make contact with Germany? Unfortunately, we can’t rely on Reed 

because the short-range, ground wave signal to Radlett is no real measure of the combined 

transmitter-antenna’s ability to communicate using the sky wave over a significantly greater 

distance to Germany. But then Reed went on to do his cause even more harm when he not 

only simplistically disregarded the capability of Ter Braak’s ‘night’ antenna of working on the 

‘day’ frequency, but he then stated that Ter Braak ‘never tried to get into communication 

during the night time (sic) and only tried in the daytime.’ This is a remarkable contradiction 

of Reed’s earlier statements and also of all the evidence from Ter Braak’s landlords about 

his accommodation, habits and movements while he was lodging at both those Cambridge 

addresses. If he operated at all Ter Braak could only have done so at night using the lower of 

the two crystal frequencies that’d been assigned to him. 

The SE88/5 transmitter 

In this account all the personal details about Ter Braak during his time in Cambridge have 

been obtained from the files held by The National Archives at Kew, particularly KV-2-114, 

see ref.[1].  Those files also contain some information about his transmitter, particularly the 

two frequencies on which it may’ve been used. However, technical details in those files 

about the transmitter itself are very scanty, while some is simply incorrect.  And when the 

files deal with Ter Braak’s attempts to communicate with Germany they seem to be based 

on many unjustified assumptions. Rather more fundamentally, the question which needs an 

answer is did that transmitter, plus its antenna, have the capability of making contact with 

Germany? The files are decidedly mute on this point. One could, of course, re-run the 

experiment using a replica of the transmitter, and a suitable antenna and then, after making 

allowances for the state of the ionosphere at the end of 1940, try to reach some 

conclusions. Another approach is to attack the problem theoretically and that’s what I’ve 

done here.  

The SE88/5 transmitter is an extremely simple device. In addition we can use various on-line 

sources from which to extract other key information. Of particular importance are the 

details of the tank coil with its set of four secondary taps plus a variable capacitor which 

were supposed to allow the complete secondary circuit, including the antenna, to be 

brought to resonance. Doing this is the key to the successful operation of the transmitter 

but, as we will see, it was not always possible. From published information we know the 

number of turns on the primary winding as well as on those four tapped secondary 

windings. From those data, and the dimensions of the coil former, it’s possible to calculate 
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the inductances of all those windings. However, we also need to know the mutual 

inductance between those coils and this requires measurements to be made.  Fortunately, 

the author has capable colleagues with very well-equipped private laboratories who 

willingly offered their services by making those measurements. Table 1 below shows the 

measured results of primary inductance Lp, as well as those of each of the taps Ls ; the 

mutual inductance M between primary and secondary; and the calculated values of the 

coupling coefficient k between them. 

Table 1: Measured values of a SE88/5 replica tank coil 

Primary inductance:  Lp = 26 uH 

     Tap/Turns         Ls (uH)          M (uH)               k 

         A1/5             1.3             1.2            0.21 

        A2/10             3.9             2.2            0.22 

        A3/15             7.4             2.9            0.21 

        A4/20           11.6             3.4            0.2 

 

The tank circuit and its load 

Fig.4 shows the equivalent circuit of the tank coil including just one of those mutually 

coupled links. The primary and secondary inductances, Lp and Ls, their mutual inductance 

M, their respective loss resistances, Rp and Rs, and the impedance of the antenna, Za, are 

all included. Also shown is the tank tuning capacitor Ct and the loading or matching 

capacitor Cm in series with the antenna. The indicating light bulb has been omitted because 

it can be short-circuited by the switch connected in parallel with it so it does not materially 

affect the behaviour of this network. Together, all these resistances and reactances 

constitute the total load impedance Zl imposed on the primary or tank circuit, as it came to 

be called because of its ability to store oscillatory energy. 

There are four equations which define the operation of this network. The first one (shown in 

the Appendix) defines the current Is that flows into the antenna in terms of the angular 

frequency, the mutual inductance, the loaded Q (or quality factor) of the tank coil and the 

DC current delivered to the valve from its power source: in this case the three series-

connected 90V batteries. Qt is the loaded Q of the tank network and it is defined by 

equation 2. As is evident, Qt is dependent on many factors related to both the primary and 

secondary circuits of the tank transformer. As well as the inductance of the primary winding 

the various elements of this coupled circuit all play their part. Thus the impedance of the 

load presented by the resistance and reactance of the individual tapped windings, the 

reactance of the matching capacitor and the impedance of the antenna all affect Qt.  

Clearly, to produce maximum power in the antenna requires maximum current in that 

secondary circuit. However, the power that is actually radiated by the antenna depends on 

its radiation efficiency which is defined by the Equation 3.  Both its radiation resistance Rr 
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and its loss resistance Rl must be considered when assessing the performance of any 

antenna and their ratio Rr/Rl should be as large as possible.  The length of an antenna, 

measured in wavelengths, is the important factor in determining its radiation resistance. Its 

loss resistance also depends on the dimensions (length and thickness) of the antenna as well 

as on the electrical conductivity of the material of which it is constructed; copper being 

ideal. In addition, the proximity of the antenna to the ground and to other objects, 

particularly electrical conductors, may well increase its losses significantly.  An efficient (and 

hence effective) antenna therefore requires it to be much more than some random length 

of wire, casually deployed. Put bluntly, without an effective antenna there will be no 

communication. 

This very important fact is so often overlooked in most historical accounts of spies and their 

exploits. What is particularly surprising, when one reads the relevant files in The National 

Archives, is to discover how MI5’s own wireless experts seemed unaware of the critical 

nature of an agent’s antenna. Nowhere are its specifics mentioned other than the totally 

erroneous comment made by the aforementioned R.T. Reed that Ter Braak’s ‘aerial [is] 

satisfactory on 4508 kcs, but will not work effectively on 5435 (sic) kcs …’. I shall elaborate 

on this below. 

The mere possession of a transmitter is usually taken to imply that radio communication 

follows, somehow, automatically. This is far from being the case. An effective antenna is a 

crucial part of the system. One fallacy that is frequently heard is that an antenna has to be 

self-resonant to be effective. What is much more important is that the maximum possible 

current can be caused to flow through the antenna: this requires that the secondary circuit, 

of which the antenna is a part (see Fig.4), be brought to resonance by choosing the 

appropriate tap and by adjusting the loading capacitor Cm.  The SE88/5 transmitter catered 

for a variety of antennas by including four separate windings or links, as they’re often called, 

on the secondary of the tank transformer. The radio operator will have been taught to 

select a tap and then to adjust Cm for maximum brilliance of the torch bulb. If the lamp lit 

when using another tap, the one producing maximum illumination is the one to use. It could 

well happen that the lamp did not light at all, regardless of which tap was tried. This 

indicates that the impedance of the secondary circuit is too reactive and insufficient current 

is flowing into the antenna. Hence, the radiated power will be minimal with all the 

attendant consequences for the clandestine operator holed up in his garret somewhere. In 

essence, contact with the Abwehr in Germany would have been most unlikely, if not 

impossible. This may well have been the bleak situation that confronted Ter Braak. The 

following section will examine, theoretically, the performance of his transmitter when it was 

connected to various possible clandestine antennas.     

Ter Braak’s antenna  

It was customary, as pointed out in The Wireless World article [3], for these agents to be 

supplied with two lengths of insulated wire, each cut to a nominal quarter wavelength 
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corresponding to the day and night frequencies as determined by their particular crystals.  

In Ter Braak’s case those wires will’ve been about 13.8 and 16.6m long. To be effective 

radiators the antenna would’ve had to be fully extended with its far end as high as possible 

above the ground. Consider the implications of this for Ter Braak in his bedroom at the back 

of his lodgings in Cambridge.  Even under the most benign peacetime conditions erecting 

such a wire will’ve required, at the very least, a handily-placed tree and perhaps the odd bit 

of help from someone else too. None of these ideal circumstances will’ve arisen when Ter 

Braak was attempting to pass himself off as a refugee from Nazi Germany with no intention 

of visiting some nefarious activity upon his hosts such as setting up a radio transmitter.  We 

read that Ter Braak was supplied with two insulators. These, no doubt, were intended to be 

affixed to the far end of those wires and thence, to be attached to the tree or other support 

by some means.  On the entirely reasonable assumption that Ter Braak (and, perfectly 

reasonably too, all his confreres who were similarly deposited into enemy territory) would 

be using both their day and night frequencies for their clandestine communications, they 

would’ve had to erect both lengths of wire or to have swapped them over at daybreak and 

at nightfall. And he (and they) would have had to have done this without being observed by 

anyone. This is so unlikely as to be ridiculous. 

In reality, Ter Braak probably opened his bedroom window, peered out at the garden ahead 

of him and then down at the ground below. What antenna options did he have? Certainly 

none of those suggested above for the simple reason that his landlord, Mr Sennitt and his 

wife in St Barnabas Road, and Miss Greenwood in Montague Road, were at the very least 

curious about their lodger and were, as a consequence, very aware of his comings and 

goings. He never left the house with a suitcase so his transmitter remained locked in a 

wardrobe in his bedroom. He spent most of the day away but was always alone in his 

bedroom at night.  Ter Braak therefore had few options when it came to setting up an 

antenna. Whatever he did with the length of wire is unknown but maybe we can guess. 

Since his window was always open in St Barnabas Road he may have thrown out as much 

wire as he could in the hope it might snag in a nearby tree. It’s more likely, since retrieving 

that length of wire was just as important as deploying it, that he simply lowered what wire 

he could towards the ground, having wound up the excess into a bundle to provide some 

weight to make this process possible. Whichever it was, such a compromised antenna would 

have severely tested the resonating and loading capabilities of the link-coupled tank circuit 

of his transmitter. Even assuming he had managed to induce some current to flow into the 

antenna – as indicated by the torch bulb - its radiation efficiency would have been paltry to 

say the least.  Such things are readily calculable and this will follow.  

A numerical analysis 

It’s a simple matter to analyse the secondary of the tank circuit of Ter Braak’s transmitter. 

Essentially, the inductance, Ls, of any of those four link windings and the loading capacitor, 

Cm, produce a variable reactance, which can be either inductive or capacitive, depending 
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upon their resonant frequency and the frequency on which the transmitter is operating. This 

reactance, plus whatever was contributed by the antenna should, ideally, resonate at some 

setting of Cm.  

To understand this we need to consider for a moment the operation of the LC circuit made 

up of any one of the link inductors Ls and the series loading, or matching, capacitor Cm. As 

mentioned above, this LC combination constitutes a variable reactance where its sign will 

change from capacitive to inductive if that network resonates at 4.51MHz somewhere 

within the adjustable range of the variable capacitor Cm. Below resonance the net 

reactance will be capacitive while it will be inductive above it. Hence it would, in theory, be 

possible, by means of this adjustable reactance, to ‘tune out’ the antenna’s reactance of the 

same magnitude but of the opposite sign thereby causing the secondary circuit of Ls, Cm 

and the antenna Za to be resonant.  Calculations reveal that of the four possible taps, A1 to 

A4, available only two with the larger windings (A3 and A4) will go through resonance at 

4.51 MHz within the 300pF range of Cm. Tap A3 will resonate when Cm is 168 pF while A4 

produces resonance at 107 pF.   Tap A1 does not achieve resonance at all while A2 requires 

Cm of 319 pF which is just above the maximum value of the actual capacitor used in the 

SE88/5 transmitter. What are the implications of this? 

As long as the transmitter is operated with an antenna whose input reactance can be ‘tuned 

out’ by that adjustable circuit then the transmitter will be fully loaded and power will be 

delivered to the antenna. In general, the amount of power delivered to the antenna will 

depend on Qt, the loaded Q of the tank circuit, and on the total load impedance Zl which is 

defined in the Appendix. In an ideal world, a quarter wavelength of wire, as supplied to Ter 

Braak, if erected vertically above a perfect ground plane could have been loaded by taps A2 

to A4 and the power radiated by that antenna would have varied from about 2.5W with taps 

A3 and A4 to as much as 4W with tap A2 had the antenna’s reactance been inductive which 

would have required it to be longer than its self-resonant length. This would indeed have 

been the case had Ter Braak’s ‘night’ antenna been used on his ‘day’ frequency. All this 

tallies closely with the specification of the SE88/5 transmitter but in the harsh reality of a 

real clandestine situation such ideal conditions were most unlikely to apply. And, 

unfortunately for Ter Braak, this was probably what he encountered in Cambridge. 

Harsh reality 

As we’ve seen above, the lengths of wire required at Ter Braak’s two crystal frequencies 

would’ve posed significant difficulties to someone attempting to make his whole clandestine 

radio set-up look as inconspicuous as possible. But shortening the antenna and simply 

dropping a length of wire from his window will have compromised his position enormously, 

as will be illustrated by the numbers that follow. 

If we assume that Ter Braak’s window ledge was 4m above the ground (a not unreasonable 

assumption based on counting the number of bricks visible on the house itself, courtesy of 
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Google Street View!) that length, plus a short piece inside the room to connect to the 

transmitter, would have constituted his antenna. Depending upon how well he was taught 

by his Abwehr signals instructors (reputedly not of the highest quality according to General 

Lahousen, its head of sabotage and subversion, when he was questioned by MI5 after the 

war), Ter Braak could have pressed into service a convenient cold water pipe in his room – if 

such existed – as the ‘good earth’ for his transmitter. Or he could even have used the other 

antenna wire as a counterpoise by scattering it around his bedroom floor. But we have no 

direct knowledge to support any of these details, merely conjecture. Pressing on, it is 

possible to use modern antenna analysis software, such as EZNEC, along with some 

judicious assumptions about the type and proximity of the ground beneath to obtain an idea 

of the characteristics of such a severely compromised antenna. This was the approach I 

followed. It turns out that Ter Braak’s presumed antenna, when operating on his night 

frequency of 4.51 MHz, would have been electrically extremely short and would have 

presented an impedance Za of about 6 – j900 ohms to the SE88/5 transmitter. Of this 6 ohm 

resistance less than a couple of ohms will have been radiation resistance with the rest being 

loss in the copper wire plus the ground. The antenna’s impedance is dominated by the 900 

ohms of capacitive reactance. To resonate that short length of wire would have required an 

equal inductive reactance which had to be provided by the tapped secondary windings on 

the tank circuit. A simple calculation reveals that this would’ve required an inductance of 

about 32 uH and that inductance, because of its finite Q, will have included an amount of 

loss resistance too.  As shown in Table 1, an exact replica of the SE88/5 tank coil yielded a 

maximum value of about 12 uH for the 20 turns of tap A4. This is far short of what was 

required. Hence, the residual capacitive reactance of the antenna would’ve amounted to 

560 ohms. To this must be added the reactance of Cm, which is 118 ohms even when its 

effect is minimal (at maximum capacitance). We now use equation 2 in the Appendix with 

the appropriate values of its constituent parts (see Table 1) to calculate Qt, the loaded Q of 

the tank circuit. For tap A4 Qt turns out to be about 22. Now the unloaded Q of the tank is 

given, very simply, by the ratio of the primary reactance to its loss resistance and both of 

these were found by careful measurements using the replica coil. Thus Qp = 737/33 = 22.3 

and so, from equation 4, the tank efficiency is just about zero. Thus there is virtually no 

transfer of power to the antenna leading us to conclude that Ter Braak’s desperate efforts 

to communicate with his Abwehr masters in Germany would have been fruitless (though 

they undoubtedly flattened his batteries, as was noted when the transmitter was recovered 

from the left luggage office at Cambridge railway station).  

 ‘Gingering up’ 

We could leave this assessment of Ter Braak’s transmitter and its ever-so-important 

antenna there. But it’s probably worth taking this investigation a little bit further to discover 

what a more effective antenna – had he been able to erect one – might have achieved. After 

all, it is well documented that those Abwehr agents who were ‘turned’, after having been 

induced to join the XX System, found their transmitters pressed into excellent service, either 
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when operated by themselves under strict supervision, or when British operators were on 

the key. From the MI5 file KV 2/114 we discover the following comment, again above the 

name of R.T. Reed, that ‘it is extremely difficult at the moment to decide whether the 

agents are able to obtain contact with the aerials that they are supplied with, or whether it 

requires the “gingering up” that we provide before they may do so’. Reed does not 

enlighten us about the “gingering up” that was done but of one thing we can be absolutely 

sure: those transmitters, operated under the control of MI5/XX, would probably have been 

connected to properly-erected quarter wavelength vertical antennas that were operated 

against good ground planes or counterpoises. Since there was no need to hide them, or 

even to disguise them, such antennas alone would have constituted all the “gingering up” 

that was needed; the SE88/5 transmitter was well-capable of making contact with Germany 

as the following analysis will show. 

What might have been. 

With much hindsight, and also some recourse to modern computing tools, we can speculate 

what might have been had Ter Braak been able to erect a somewhat better antenna. The 

results and comments which follow are based on the theory outlined above with the 

antenna’s characteristicss provided by EZNEC.  

Let us assume that Ter Braak had somehow managed to deploy the 16.6m of wire he’d been 

given with its far end about 6m off the ground. And, assume too, that his instructors had 

shown him how to use the other length of wire as a rather compromised counterpoise by 

spreading it out, as best he could, across the floor of his room. Such an antenna would have 

presented to the transmitter an impedance of about 37- j218 ohms. We know this from an 

accurate EZNEC model of the antenna and counterpoise configuration above urban ground. 

Unfortunately, because the highest point of the antenna is only 6m, or less than a tenth of a 

wavelength, above the ground, most of that 37 ohms constitutes loss.  The rest will be the 

crucial radiation resistance. EZNEC will reveal all. Only tap A4 of the SE88/5 tank circuit has 

the capability, in conjunction with the loading capacitor Cm, of tuning out that large 

capacitive reactance of 218 ohms. With Cm set to its maximum value of 300pF, the resulting 

net inductive reactance produced by Ls and Cm in series is 211 ohms, some seven ohms 

short of what is required to produce the required resonance. So, had Ter Braak attempted 

to tune and load his transmitter when connected to this  particular antenna, he will’ve seen 

the brightness of the indicating torch bulb increase as he turned the loading control 

clockwise but it would not have peaked at any point because Cm was some 9pF short of 

what was required. Notwithstanding this, the transmitter was close to being optimally 

loaded and would have delivered power to the antenna. The calculated Qt of the tank is 3.3, 

which, from equation 4, yields a tank efficiency of 85%, while equation 1 shows that 187mA 

of current flows into the antenna. The power delivered to the antenna is therefore 1.3W.  

But only a fraction of this is actually radiated because of the predominantly ground-induced 

loss within the antenna.  ENZEC informs us that the radiation efficiency of this sloping 
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antenna and its severely compromised counterpoise configuration is about 12 per cent so 

the actual power radiated is only about 160mW. Surprising as it may seem, such very low 

power can be sufficient to achieve acceptable communications over the 680 km between 

Cambridge and Hamburg where the Abwehr had its receiving station. The characteristics of 

such clandestine communications links were discussed in detail in [6]. 

 In summary, it depends not only on the puny amount of power radiated by a compromised 

transmitting antenna but also, and especially, on the ionosphere as well on the gain of the 

receiving antenna and the noise level at the receiver. We know from another modern 

computer-based modelling tool called VOACAP that during the month of December 1940 

the Maximum Usable Frequency (MUF) of the F2 region of the ionosphere, for a Cambridge 

to Hamburg path, would have allowed good communication to take place at 4.51 MHz from 

around 9pm till about 4am.  That was the time Ter Braak was in his room and presumably at 

his transmitter.  

In conclusion … 

Jan Willem Ter Braak, the Engelbertus Fukken known to his loved ones in Holland, was 

horribly let down by those in Nazi Germany whose pernicious philosophy had, somehow, 

attracted him. His mission to set himself up as a spy operating from the heart of Cambridge 

was doomed almost from the outset. His lodgings were entirely ill-suited to erecting an 

effective antenna. Whatever he contrived to do with the lengths of wire supplied to him by 

the Abwehr apparently never achieved its purpose of enabling him to make contact with 

Germany. No records within the British Radio Security Service’s (R.S.S.) voluminous 

collection of log sheets, and their subsequent analysis of them, yielded any evidence of a 

clandestine transmitter operating in Cambridge at the time Ter Braak was frantically 

pounding his Morse key in the back room in St Barnabas Road. All he apparently achieved 

was to, inevitably, run his batteries flat. And then, when Hitler abandoned Operation Sea 

Lion, the intended invasion of Britain, Ter Braak, too, was abandoned and left to his fate 

when, as the police investigation revealed after his body was discovered, he had run out of 

money. 
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Appendix 

The current flowing into the antenna is the tank secondary current 𝐼𝑠: 
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𝐼𝑠 =  
𝜔𝑀𝑄𝑡𝐼𝑎

𝑍𝐿
      (1) 

where 𝜔 = 2𝜋𝑓 is the angular frequency, 𝑀 the mutual inductance, 𝑄𝑡 the loaded 𝑄 of the 

tank circuit, 𝐼𝑎 the DC current to the transmitter and 𝑍𝐿 = 𝑅𝑎 + 𝑅𝑠 + 𝑗𝑋𝑠 + 𝑗𝑋𝐶𝑚 + 𝑗𝑋𝑎 is 

the impedance of the secondary circuit including the antenna. 

The loaded 𝑄 of the tank circuit 𝑄𝑡 is 

𝑄𝑡 =
𝜔𝐿𝑝𝑍𝑙

2+𝜔2𝑀2𝑋𝐿

𝑅𝑝𝑍𝑙
2+𝜔2𝑀2𝑅𝐿

      (2) 

𝐿𝑝 is the tank primary inductance, 𝑋𝐿 = 𝑋𝑎 + 𝑋𝑠 + 𝑋𝐶𝑚 is the reactance of the secondary 

circuit, 𝑅𝑝 the resistance of the tank primary and 𝑅𝐿 = 𝑅𝑎 + 𝑅𝑠 is the resistance of the 

secondary circuit and 𝑅𝑎 = 𝑅𝑟 + 𝑅𝑙, the sum of antenna radiation and loss resistances. 

The radiation efficiency of the antenna is 𝜂𝑎: 

𝜂𝑎 =
𝑅𝑟

𝑅𝑎+ 𝑅𝑠
=

𝑅𝑟

𝑅𝑟+𝑅𝑙+𝑅𝑠
    (3) 

The efficiency of the tank circuit is 𝜂𝑡: 

𝜂𝑡 = 1 −
𝑄𝑡

𝑄𝑝
      (4) 

where 𝑄𝑝 =
𝜔𝐿𝑝

𝑅𝑝
  is the unloaded 𝑄of the tank. 
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